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ARANY…
is on the move!

We are very pleased to bring to you a redesigned Bottom
Line! On January 1, 2013, ARANY began a partnership with
Capitol Hill Management Services to help the Board of Directors
manage the long-term future and day-to-day operations of
our association. We are pleased to have a proven leader in
association management to help us improve our membership
services, programming, grow our membership and increase our
presence across the state and nation. We have used the first
months of 2013 to implement an effective transition and lay the
groundwork for a great future. We thank you for your patience
during this time. Inside you will see all that has been going on
in the first quarter. Please share this newsletter with all your
employees. We want them to know all that ARANY offers Auto
Recyclers across New York State!

An Interview with
ARANY President
Rick Wilbert
For our first edition of The Bottom Line
in 2013, we are featuring an interview
with ARANY’s new President Rick Wilbert.
Rick, along with brothers Pete and Ron,
are the Owners of Wilbert’s Premium
Recycled Parts, with locations in Webster,
Ontario and Williamson, New York.
		continued on next page
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An Interview with ARANY President
Rick Wilbert
Rick and his wife Anna are the proud parents of four daughters and a son—and a 120
lb.German shepherd named Dakota. They also take great delight in being grandparents of
2 year old Lily and recently arrived Benjamin!

How many years have you been in the
automotive recycling industry?
“I was born into this industry! My father, Arthur, started Wilbert’s in 1951—and we’re still
going strong 62 years later thanks to the dedication of my brothers, Pete and Ron and our
entire family. I still remember as a school kid—getting off the bus and going right across
the street to work. My first job was sorting nuts and bolts!”

How long have you been involved with ARANY?
“I have been an ARANY member since 1993. I have had the honor and privilege of
serving on the Board of Directors for the last 4 years—going through the ranks—and
now serving our members as President. This means a lot to me as my brother, Pete, also
served as ARANY’s President 10 years ago.”

What has been the most rewarding aspect of your
career in automotive recycling?
“I am proud of what my family has built and how our business is actually helping the
environment. This is a double legacy for me—we’re passing along a successful business
to my family and helping make the world a cleaner, safer place for my children and their
children.”

Do you still get your hands dirty?
“I have no problem in ripping a quarter panel off—if that’s what needs to be done. As an
owner, I make sure that everything is going every day. If that means shoveling snow, so
there’s a clear path for our customers, it gets done. Our customers are the priority, and I
try to set a good example for all our employees. We want to make sure that the customer
is satisfied and that they get the parts they want by the next day.”

Why do you belong to ARANY?
“To put it simply—the greatest value of ARANY membership is the opportunity to learn
about how some of the best in this industry are doing it in our state. Over the years, I
have learned from the best through ARANY’s network and events. I can take what I learn
and apply it to my business to make it even a better operation.
I look around at our members…what Vince Surace at Vince’s U-Pull It Auto Parts &
Recycling in Marcy has done in the last 4 years is amazing. Steve Barkwell’s use of
technology at Gary’s U-Pull It in Binghamton is impressive. And Joe Simon at Central
Auto in Syracuse has an immaculate operation—so well-organized. These are just a few
examples of the quality of our membership. I am proud to be a member of ARANY.”

As President, what is your hope for ARANY?
“I want ARANY to be the best automotive recycling professional association in the nation.
This is our goal and we won’t strive for anything less.”

Representing You in
Washington, D.C. & Albany!
There’s strength in numbers—and your membership in ARANY helps us advance our
legislative agendas —both at the national and statewide levels. Since the beginning
of the year, your leaders and colleagues have been actively representing you in the
halls of power in Washington and Albany!

Hill Day participants meet at the reception held at the Canadian Embassy. Shown here (l. to r.): ARANY Immediate Past President Steve
Barkwell, ARA CEO Michael Wilson, ARA First Vice President Ed MacDonald, Automotive Recyclers Association of Canada Executive
Director Steve Fletcher, ARA Director of State & Grassroots Affairs Jessica Thomas, ARANY President Rick Wilbert &
ARANY Executive Director Brian Buff.

Rick Wilbert and Steve Barkwell marching on Congress!

Executive Director Brian Buff (l.) and President Rick Wilbert
(r.) meet with Congressman Paul Tonko in his office on
Capitol Hill.

Car-Part.com Vice President Roger Schroder shares a point with
Steve Barkwell and Rick Wilbert.

ARA Hill Days in Washington DC
March 13-15, 2013

Assembly Transportation Chair David Gantt
studies ARANY’s legislative agenda.

Chief Lobbyist Rebecca Marino shares a point with
legislative staff.

The ARANY Lobbying Team at the New York State Capitol (from l. to r.): Chief Lobbyist Rebecca Marino, Secretary Bill Tolpa, Immediate
Past President Steve Barkwell, Vice President Vince Surace, President Rick Wilbert, Jim Dutcher, Legislative Co-Chair Billy Abold.

The team preps for another appointment.

The team meets with airbag bill sponsor,
Assemblyman Alan Maisel in his office.

Assemblyman Daniel Stec shares his insights with the Lobby Team.

Educating Senator Lee Zeldin about the
automotive recycling industry

ARANY Lobby Day in Albany
April 23, 2013

The team also brought elected officials
off the floor of the Assembly to hear
our message. Assemblyman David
McDonough asks questions of the team.

“

Albany Lobby Day Perspectives

Following our successful Lobby Day in Albany, members of the team sent in these thoughts on what they
experienced and what we need to do to push our legislative agenda.

		-

Steve Barkwell

We felt very welcomed and
well-received during the visit.
The leaders and their staffers
asked very healthy questions.
We look forward to the outcome
of our bills.
		- Vince Surace &
Lisa Cimino

The progress we have made
in four month’s time is
unbelievable. To have so many
positive meetings of support on
the airbag issue was
truly a great accomplishment
by CHMS. Our meeting with
Assemblyman David Gantt was
especially encouraging since he
is our key to the passage of
our airbag bill.
		- Rick Wilbert

“

It was a great day for ARANY as we met
in Albany for our annual lobby day. As we
went from each meeting, our momentum
and excitement grew as we continued to
gain more and more support for our bill to
allow us to sell airbags. Our Chief Lobbyist
Rebecca Marino and our Executive
Director Brian Buff did an amazing job
arranging the meetings and preparing
handouts to showcase our objectives along
with information about who we are as an
industry. It was truly a great day as we
worked together to bring our concerns
to our legislators and see such a positive
response!

ARANY had a successful visit with the
Senators and Assembly Members. For
the first time leaving Albany, I personally
felt that our elected officials were feeling
our concerns with our Air Bag issues. The
respect and professionalism of our office
staff in Albany showed itself to ARANY
members and will pay dividends in months
to come. Special thanks to Rebecca Marino
and Brian Buff for a job well done!
		- Billy

Abold

I thought it was a very good day. Hopefully we can gather more co-sponsors for our bills,
and enough support to get our legislative agenda through this session. It is much needed for
us, as well as New York State businesses and consumers. Vinny Surace and I were escorted
onto the floor of the Senate by Senator Griffo and had our photograph taken with him. This
was nice ending to our pounding the floors of the Legislative Office Building and Capitol.

							– Bill Tolpa
ARANY MEMBER CALL TO ACTION!

Building on the momentum from Lobby Day, we are asking ARANY members to contact their
Senator and Assemblymembers to express their support for the use of non-deployed recycled
airbags. We have provided sample letters for your use — please see the following pages. It is
important for your elected officials to hear from you and how your business and your customers
would benefit from this legislation.

Sample Grassroots Lobbying Letter for Assembly Bill 3606-A

Please use this language in writing to your Assembly representative to support our Airbag Bill.
Here are the links for the Assembly sample letter:

Assembly Sample Letter Click Here
Click here to find out your Assembly Member
Your name
Address
Date
Assembly Member (Insert your member’s name)
Room (insert 3 digit #) Legislative Office Building OR Capitol
Albany, NY 12248
Dear Assembly Member (last name):
I am writing to request your support for legislation that would allow enact protocols for the use of
non-deployed airbags.
Assembly bill 3606-A amends the vehicle and traffic law to provide protocols for the use of recycled
non-deployed original equipment manufactured (OEM) airbags. The enactment of this legislation
would put New York in line with 49 other states that currently allow the use of recycled non-deployed
OEM airbags. While current NYS law allows for the use of recycled non-deployed OEM airbags that
are tested and certified by a third party, no such third party exists in the state.
Use of non-deployed and properly installed OEM airbag modules is a viable, economical and safe
alternative to the use of new, costly OEM airbags. Properly installed OEM non-deployed airbag
modules are vital competitive alternatives for consumers who might not otherwise be able to afford
airbag repairs to their vehicles. In addition, there are a number of vehicle manufacturers that are no
longer in business or vehicle models that are no longer made. As such, new airbags and other parts
are not produced and these vehicle owners would not be able to replace their deployed airbag.
Independent studies conducted by ARA, the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) and
Airbag Testing Technology (ATT) have consistently shown that the performance of non-deployed,
recycled OEM airbags are the same as new OEM supplied airbag modules for use in professional
repair. ATT showed, based on studying forces and energy related to airbag deployment and occupant
performance, that new OEM airbags and recycled airbags are statistically indistinguishable.
This legislation would create important protocols and standards for the purchase, sale and installation
of these airbags and provides for criminal penalties and fines for violating these provisions. Ensuring
consumer and public safety is an important component of this bill.
INSERT SPECIFIC INFO ON YOUR BUSINESS AND CUSTOMERS YOU TURN AWAY BECAUSE
YOU ARE UNABLE TO SELL THE OEM AIRBAG
I respectfully request your support for this legislation and your consideration of becoming a
cosponsor.
Sincerely,

Sample Grassroots Lobbying Letter for Senate Bill 3779-B
Please use this language in writing to your Senator to support our Airbag Bill.
Here are the links for the Senate sample letter:

Senate Sample Letter Click Here
Click here to find out your Senate Member
Your name
Address
Date
Senator (Insert your member’s name)
Room (insert 3 digit #) Legislative Office Building OR Capitol
Albany, NY 12247
Dear Senator (last name):
I am writing to request your support for legislation that would allow enact protocols for the use of
non-deployed airbags.
Senate bill 3779-B amends the vehicle and traffic law to provide protocols for the use of recycled
non-deployed original equipment manufactured (OEM) airbags. The enactment of this legislation
would put New York in line with 49 other states that currently allow the use of recycled non-deployed
OEM airbags. While current NYS law allows for the use of recycled non-deployed OEM airbags that
are tested and certified by a third party, no such third party exists in the state.
Use of non-deployed and properly installed OEM airbag modules is a viable, economical and safe
alternative to the use of new, costly OEM airbags. Properly installed OEM non-deployed airbag
modules are vital competitive alternatives for consumers who might not otherwise be able to afford
airbag repairs to their vehicles. In addition, there are a number of vehicle manufacturers that are no
longer in business or vehicle models that are no longer made. As such, new airbags and other parts
are not produced and these vehicle owners would not be able to replace their deployed airbag.
Independent studies conducted by ARA, the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) and
Airbag Testing Technology (ATT) have consistently shown that the performance of non-deployed,
recycled OEM airbags are the same as new OEM supplied airbag modules for use in professional
repair. ATT showed, based on studying forces and energy related to airbag deployment and occupant
performance, that new OEM airbags and recycled airbags are statistically indistinguishable.
This legislation would create important protocols and standards for the purchase, sale and installation
of these airbags and provides for criminal penalties and fines for violating these provisions. Ensuring
consumer and public safety is an important component of this bill.
INSERT SPECIFIC INFO ON YOUR BUSINESS AND CUSTOMERS YOU TURN AWAY BECAUSE
YOU ARE UNABLE TO SELL THE OEM AIRBAG
I respectfully request your support for this legislation and your consideration of becoming a
cosponsor.
Sincerely,

Arany insurance program update
The first annual Stewardship Meeting was held at the offices of Haylor, Freyer & Coon this past February.
A presentation was given by both Haylor, Freyer & Coon and PMA Companies that covered the first year’s
performance of the captive.
18 claims in the first year (2012) totaled $204,000 of which $177,000 has been paid, significantly less than
the $350,000 projection built into the program. Majority of 2012 claims were small, there was one large claim
exceeding $130,000. Lost time claims closed at a rate of 50% for 2012, a very positive sign. There is only one
lost time claim currently in 2013, and it has been closed. 2013 claims to date are 5, 4 of which are medical only,
and total dollar value to date $9,000.00. The 2013 security deposit was reduced because of the great
performance. The projected dividend will be over 25% if loss rates continue at the current low level.
Timeliness of submitting claims is one area members should focus on, new electronic reporting of claims to
NYS will make it easier for the state to track claims reported late and issue penalties. Prompt claim reporting
allows the claim adjusters to work on the claim quickly insuring best care at the lowest cost. Current cost
reduction is 50 cents on the dollar, an excellent ratio. 2013 claims have been reported in a timely fashion,
a positive sign.
Reporting of small injuries as a record only is highly recommended to avoid issues that would occur if
complications from the injury arise later. Injuries reported as record only do NOT affect the member’s premium.
Section 110 of the worker’s compensation law allows the employer to pay up to 2 doctors visits. Reporting of
all injuries will allow PMA to create a database from which injury trends can be identified and programs can be
implemented to reduce the occurrence of those injuries.
Of the total claims in the program to date, back injuries and being struck by an object are a large share of the
claims. PMA and HF&C offer resources to the members including web based safety training, auditing of bills
paid by the members under section 110 to insure proper coding, and visits to facilities to assist in safety audits.
As a follow up to the stewardship meeting PMA has developed an action plan to assist ARANY with continuing
the success of the captive. This plan includes a presence on the new website to provide updated risk control
information and links to information and PMA’s safety training, technical information, compliance training, and
other resources at http://websourcepmagroup.com
PMA and HF&C are willing to participate in the annual convention with seminars based upon members
request and needs. HF&C has been given the go ahead to expand the program into other states. Our
Executive Director Brian Buff will be reaching out to the state associations to inquire about participating
in the promotion of the program.

Captive Insurance Program Expanding Into
Liability Insurance
To start a captive for liability:
We will need 900,000 to 1,000,000 in premiums, and loss history for stores participating.
Participating stores must be committed to move their insurance at pre-determined date.

Arany insurance program update
Continued
This is a little more cumbersome than “rolling” the Trust members over into the captive because the expiration
dates are all through the year and with different carriers. A solution to this would be to bundle a group in one
company, such as Central Insurance or Philadelphia Ins. so that we have the “mass” to then create the Captive.
Philadelphia Insurance has responded positively to the idea of forming a captive for the liability insurance.
Liberty Mutual has expressed interest in creating a liability insurance program for dismantlers and forming a
captive for the liability insurance if enough stores enter their program.

Dismantling Classification Issue
Haylor, Freyer & Coon has completed their analysis of the possibility of a code revision to reclassify some
classes of employees as other than dismantlers. Their study supports the idea of breaking some employees
out of the dismantling class. For an effective presentation to the Worker’s Compensation Board input from the
members is requested, showing the evolution of the industry over the last fifty years. Pictures, especially then
and now photos are needed to show the industry’s modernization and adoption of computerization.

Insurance Program Questions?
Any questions regarding the ARANY Insurance Program should be directed to Insurance Committee Chair
Joe Simon at (315) 468-3454 or central2@att.net.

Exploring Member Operations:
ARANY Tours Bring Together
Colleagues & Promote Networking
So far in 2013, ARANY has sponsored site tours of three outstanding businesses:
Metalico Aluminum in Syracuse, Buffalo Engine Components in Buffalo, and
Wilbert’s U-Pull It in Williamson.

Metalico Aluminum Recovery hosted ARANY
in January. The group toured the 108,000 sq.
foot facility, including 200,000 lb.
reverb furnace.

Recycled aluminum.

Exploring Member Operations:
ARANY Tours Bring Together
Colleagues & Promote Networking
Buffalo Engine Components hosted ARANY in
March. BEC buys and supplies auto cores for the
remanufacturing industry. The group toured their
150,000 sq foot facility. BEC also graciously
hosted the March Board of Directors Meeting.

Buffalo Engine Components employees
hard at work!

ARANY Administrator Jessyca Howard
all set for touring

Learning how BEC does it.

The reclaiming process.

Cleaned and repackaged parts.

Exploring Member Operations:
ARANY Tours Bring Together
Colleagues & Promote Networking

BEC staff answering questions at
Buffalo Engine Components
Founded in 1952, the Wilbert Family proudly debuted in April their latest location,
Wilbert’s U-Pull It, the newest self-serve facility in New York State.

Rick Wilbert welcomes the first arrivals.

Wilbert’s recycled anti-freeze and windshield
wiper fluid—offering the public great savings
and helping the environment!

Draining a vehicle of all its fluids—
one of the first steps in recycling

Exploring Member Operations:
ARANY Tours Bring Together
Colleagues & Promote Networking

Learning how Wilbert’s equipment works.

Tour attendees were treated to a delicious
supper.

ARANY is looking

for tour sites for 2014!
If you would like to
share your operation
with your colleagues
— please contact the
ARANY Office.

Tour of the yard.

Our tour hosts, the Wilbert Brothers:
Pete, Rick & Ron.

ARANY Summer Meeting 2013

in conjunction with the Syracuse Nationals,
the largest Car Show in the Northeast
Friday-Saturday, July 19-20, 2013
Genesee Grande Hotel - Syracuse
Join us for this annual gathering of ARANY members and their families as we learn,
network, build camaraderie, relax and have fun! Bring your antique/classic car to show
off to everyone!

Here’s what we have lined-up for this year’s fun…
Friday, July 19, 2013
2:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Meeting Registration
3:00 – 5:30 p.m.
Board of Directors Meeting - All ARANY Members invited to attend and participate.
7:00 – 10:00 p.m.
Evening Fun at the Syracuse Suds Factory in Armory Square 			Shuttle transportation to and from—in style!
Saturday, July 20, 2013
7:00 – 9:00 a.m.
Meeting Registration
7:30 – 9:00 a.m.
Breakfast
9:00 – 11:30 a.m.
ARANY Notes & News Panel Presentation
			
The latest information and updates for New York State’s Automotive Recyclers, including:
State Office & Member Updates, Legislative Updates, Affordable Care Act, Health
Exchanges & NYS Businesses, Compliance Issues: Are You Getting It Right? & More!
11: 30 a.m. 		
Enjoy the afternoon!
			
Syracuse Nationals Car Show at the New York State Fairgrounds
			Take in the largest Car Show in the Northeast!
or DestinyUSA Fun: Wonderworks & Pole Position. Discover this shopping &
entertainment destination, with an amusement park for the mind with over 100 hands-on
exhibits; plus electric carts and the Canyon Area!
7:30 p.m.		
ARANY Movie Night
			After a fun summer afternoon, we will regroup at the hotel for summer snacks and a
viewing of a classic car movie! And yes, we’ll also have the popcorn!
Summer Meeting 2013 Registration - $85 – Adults : $65 – Children (12 and under)
To register, please use the form on the following page.
Special ARANY Summer Meeting Rate at the Genesee Grande
$109.00/night!
To make a reservation, please call: 1-800-365-4663
Tell them you’re with the Auto Recyclers!

ARANY
Summer Meeting 2013
REGISTRATION FORM
Name: __________________________________________________________________
Company: _______________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________ State: _________ Zip: _______________
E-Mail: _________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Names of Other Registrants:					Relationship:
1) __________________________________________

_______________________

2) __________________________________________

_______________________

3) __________________________________________

_______________________

4) __________________________________________

_______________________

Registration Rates:
# __________ Adults @ $85.00 = $________________
# __________ Children (12 and Under) @ $65.00 = $_______________
Total Enclosed: $_______________
Indicate Saturday Afternoon Selections
#__________ Tickets to Syracuse Nationals Car Show
#__________ Tickets to DestinyUSA Outing
I’m going to bring my antique/classic car to show-off at the hotel!
(Special area will be set aside for these vehicles.)
Payment
Check Enclosed (Please make payable to: ARANY)
Credit Card
Type of Card:

Visa		

MasterCard		

Amex		

Discover

Name on Card: __________________________________________________
Card Number: ___________________________________________________
Expiration Date: _________________________ Security #: ______________
Send Registration Form to ARANY State Office by July 10th to:
E-Mail at: info@arany.com : Fax to: (518) 463-8656 or Mail to: ARANY Summer Meeting
2013, 1450 Western Avenue, Suite 101, Albany, NY 12203-3539

From the Field
NMVTIS Prosecution Means $60k in Fines for Salvage Business
An investigation of a New Mexico salvage operation has resulted in the prosecution of an illegally
operating business, and almost $60,000 in federal NMVTIS-related fines. The investigation, which
began when the business converted a stolen vehicle to scrap, has produced NMVTIS enforcement of
the kind licensed auto recyclers nationwide have been anticipating.
It was determined that since 2009, when the NMVTIS regulations went into effect, CBH Trucking and
Salvage failed to report 533 illegally purchased vehicles to the national database, and has been
assessed $59,540 in fines by the Department of Justice NMVTIS Enforcement Program.
ADD joins NMCARA and ARA in applauding the work of all associations and agencies involved.
From the NMCARA Press Release:
ALBUQUERQUE, New Mexico, April 12, 2013 -- The New Mexico Certified Automotive Recyclers
Association (NMCARA) commends the San Juan County Sheriff’s Office, the National Salvage Vehicle
Reporting Program, and the U.S. Department of Justice’s National Motor Vehicle Title Information
System (NMVTIS) Enforcement Program for their combined efforts that resulted in the recent
prosecution of an illegally operating salvage business in San Juan County, New Mexico.
The prosecution of CBH Trucking and Salvage is the first time that Department of Justice (DOJ)
enforcement was taken in conjunction with state prosecution for NMVTIS violations. NMVTIS is an
electronic system established by federal law in 1992 that enables users such as state titling agencies,
law enforcement, consumers, automotive recyclers, and insurance carriers, to access and verify key
automobile titling information, including brand history. NMVTIS is operated by the DOJ and the
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA). NMVTIS reporting is required for all
junk salvage vehicles, and reporting reduces titling of stolen vehicles, reduces fraud and vehicle theft,
and helps to protect consumer safety.
Beginning in early 2012, Detective Mike Sindelar of the San Juan County Sheriff’s Office of Rural
Crimes Unit received information that a scrap metal salvage business in San Juan County had been illegally engaged in the purchase of vehicles for the purpose of converting them to scrap. This business
was identified as CBH Trucking and Salvage and was co-owned by Carl and Bobby Huish. Subsequent
investigation confirmed that the illegal purchasing of vehicles for scrap had been going on at this
business for several decades. Based upon several criminal allegations, a search warrant of the
business was obtained and transaction records seized for examination. This examination confirmed
that numerous violations of the NMVTIS law had occurred.
Detective Sindelar reached out and to the Administrator of the National Salvage Vehicle Reporting
Program (NSVRP), which is recognized by US Department of Justice (USDOJ) as an independent third
party standards body for NMVTIS. After an exhaustive investigation of records provided to NSVRP
they were able to prepare documentation for forwarding to the Department of Justice NMVTIS section
in Washington, D.C.
The DOJ NMVTIS Program and its Bureau of Justice Assistance reviewed the documentation and
subsequently ordered further disclosure of CBH Trucking and Salvage records of vehicle purchases
going back to the advent of the NMVTIS program in May of 2009. Additional illegal vehicle purchases
were discovered bringing the total number of vehicles purchased in violation of NMVTIS reporting
requirements to 533.

From the Field continued
DOJ proceedings ultimately determined that the amount of assessed fines and penalties for CBH
Trucking and Salvage would be $59,540.00. Carl Huish pled guilty to five counts of state statute
and charges were dismissed against Bobby Huish. Sentencing for Carl Huish will take place later this
summer.
“This case sets an important precedent and demonstrates how cooperation between federal, state
and local jurisdictions can result in greater compliance with mandated reporting procedures,” said
NMCARA Executive Director, Sandy Blalock. “Automotive recyclers have long supported the full
implementation of NMVTIS and our industry believes that all entities involved in the automotive
dismantling supply chain should be required to report to NMVTIS.”

New Website Being Designed!
We are on our way to having a brand new and dynamic web presence. Check out our new design
below. We will notify members and supporters as soon as we are ready to launch over
the summer…stay tuned!

ARANY Strategic
Planning Session!
In January, ARANY leaders met at the ARANY State Office in
Albany for a Strategic Planning Session to chart the long-term
future of the association. We are currently refining the draft
plan and will soon share that with members for your feedback.

Looking for
Best
Practices
& Great Ideas
A great use for cardboard tubes—
keeps axles and drive shafts clean
and free from tangling. Do you have
a best practice or great idea that you
would like to share with your fellow
auto recyclers? Please send to us as
info@arany.com.

An ARANY
Family

Central Auto
Recycling in Syracuse

The Simon Family are long-time ARANY Members.
Seen here (from l. to r.): brothers Paul and Joe,
father Norm and sister Cathy. We want to see your
company’s “family portrait!” Send to ARANY at
info@arany.com.

DON’T MISS IT!

New England Automotive Recyclers Association

NEW ENGLAND ARA
REGIONAL TRADESHOW

WHEN?

June 21-22, 2013

WHERE?

Mark’s Auto Parts & Recyclers
22 Russell Road, East Granby, CT 06026
Support
your
Industry!

SIGN UP NOW!!!
BRING YOUR STAFF

FRIDAY

• Workshops 12:00 - 5:00 pm

SATURDAY

• Vendor Booths
• Speakers
• Facility Tours
• Awesome Lunch
• Raffles
• Hybrid Demonstration
See www.ne-ara.com for details

Prepare
for the
FUTURE!

PRE-REGISTER

Tickets day of the event: $45.00 each

TICKET PRICING

Pre-registered attendees per yard
$35.00 each for first two
$25.00 any additional attendees

Pre-register @ www.ne-ara.com or 860-883-5370

Save the Date!
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1450 Western Avenue, Suite 101
Albany, NY 12203-3539

PLease…

Update Your ARANY
Contact Info!
ARANY State Office
1450 Western Avenue
Suite 101
Albany, NY 12203-3539

Our new Executive Director: Brian Buff

Our phone number remains the same:
800-944-7278

The local calling number is: (518) 694-5359

Our e-mail address remains the same:
info@arany.com

Our new Administrator: Jessyca Howard Our website address will remain as:
Our new Chief Lobbyist: Rebecca Marino www.arany.com

